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We introduce an extension of the van Cittert–Zernike theorem to spatially incoherent sources with partial
polarization. We show through a simple example that fields generated by such sources can possess correlation
matrices with interesting properties. In particular, we show that by suitable modulation of the polarization
state across the incoherent source, the correlation between the orthogonal components of the field as well as
the degree of polarization may drastically change on propagation. © 2000 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 030.0030, 060.2380, 230.6080, 260.5430.There is currently an interest in optical beams that are
both partially coherent from the spatial standpoint and
partially polarized.1 – 4 Such beams can be described
by an approximate version of the general tensorial the-
ory of the electromagnetic f ield developed by Wolf.5 In
fact, a single 2 3 2 matrix, called a beam coherence-
polarization (BCP) matrix, is suff icient to yield
a complete account of the second-order statistical
properties of the f ield.3 In scalar coherence theory,
the van Cittert–Zernike theorem is a fundamental
tool for studying the propagation processes of partially
coherent fields.5,6 Moreover, several partially coher-
ent beams are generated starting from a primary
spatially incoherent source.5,7,8 In such synthesis
procedures the van Cittert–Zernike theorem plays
a major role. We have observed that a spatially
incoherent source can exhibit partial polarization
and that the polarization state can change from one
point to another across the source. Thus a suitable
extension of the van Cittert–Zernike theorem to these
sources should be sought. In this Letter we introduce
such an extended version of the theorem. We then
work out a specific example. It will be shown that
the correlation functions appearing in the BCP matrix
can behave in a rather different way with respect to
each other. This will help the reader to appreciate
the significance of the vectorial case. Furthermore,
our results suggest that in the vectorial case, too, the
van Cittert–Zernike theorem can serve as a useful
tool in synthesis processes.
We use a reference frame in which the z axis co-
incides with the mean direction of propagation of the
beam. At a typical transverse plane, the vector r is
used to specify the position of a point. Let us recall0146-9592/00/171291-03$15.00/0 ©that, for a quasi-monochromatic field, the BCP matrix
is defined as3
Jˆr1, r2, z 
∑
Jxxr1,r2, z Jxy r1,r2,z
Jyxr1, r2, z Jyyr1,r2, z
∏
, (1)
where
Jabr1, r2, z  Ear1, z; tEbr2, z; t ,
a,b  x, y . (2)
The angle brackets denote time average, and Eaa 
x, y is a Cartesian component of the time-dependent
electric f ield.
In the framework of scalar theory a spatially inco-
herent source is characterized by means of a d-like mu-
tual intensity function, which expresses the fact that
the fields at any two distinct points across the source
plane are uncorrelated.5 In the same way we define a
partially polarized, spatially incoherent source as one
whose BCP matrix elements Jab have the form
Jab r1,r2, 0  l2I0abr1dr2 2 r1 , (3)
where d is the two-dimensional Dirac function, l is a
constant with the dimension of length, and I0ab is a
function, possibly a complex one when a fi b, whose
modulus with the dimension of intensity. To a good
approximation, we can equate l with the mean wave-
length of the radiation.9 Accordingly, we let l  l.
We denote as Kr1, r1, z the kernel of propagation
from the plane z  0 to the plane z  constant . 0.62000 Optical Society of America
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formula of the form10
Jabr1, r2, z 
Z Z
J0abr1,r2Kr1,r1, z
3 Kr2,r2, zd2r1d2r2,
a,b  x, y . (4)
On inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4), we can evaluate the
BCP matrix of the propagated field.
For beamlike f ields the propagation kernel can be
written in the paraxial approximation as
Kr,r,z 
2i expikz
lz
exp
∑
ik
2z
r 2 r2
∏
, (5)
where k  2pl. When Eqs. (3) and (5) are inserted
into Eq. (4), the result is
Jabr1, r2, z 
exp
∑
ik
2z
r22 2 r12
∏
z2
3
Z
I0ab rexp
∑
22pi
lz
r ? r2 2 r1
∏
d2r , (6)
which represents the extension of the van Cit-
tert–Zernike theorem to partially polarized beams.
It should be stressed that Eq. (6) is also valid in the
near field. In the following we limit ourselves to the
far-zone region, where the quadratic phase factor in
front of the integral can be approximated as 1.
We can put into evidence some consequences of the
theorem by means of a simple example. Let us start
from a spatially incoherent and unpolarized source.
For simplicity we refer to a two-dimensional case, in
which one of the transverse coordinates can be ne-
glected. Then the BCP matrix can be written as
Jˆinj1,j2, 0  lI0dj2 2 j1
∑
1 0
0 1
∏
, (7)
where I0 is a constant-intensity factor and j denotes
an abscissa across the source plane (see Fig. 1).
To endow the source with polarization properties
we use a linear polarizer. More specifically, we cover
the source with a single period of a linear polarization
grating.11 – 14 In such a grating the angle, say u, be-
tween the transmission axis and the j axis is a linear
function of j of the form u  pjL, L being the period.
The BCP matrix just beyond this polarizer can be
calculated as3
Jˆoutj1, j2, 0  Tˆyj1Jˆinj1,j2, 0Tˆ j2
3 rectj1Lrectj2L , (8)
where rectu  1 for juj # 12 and 0 otherwise. Fur-
thermore, the dagger denotes the Hermitian conju-
gate, andTˆ 
"
C2 CS
CS S2
#
,
C  cos pjL , S  sin pjL (9)
is the Jones matrix of the polarizer.3
Since the f ield specified by Eqs. (8) and (9) is linearly
polarized, there is a perfect correlation between any
two field components at a typical source point.
When we substitute Eqs. (8) and (9) into the two-
dimensional version of Eq. (6), the normalized ele-
ments3 of the BCP matrix at the far zone turn out
to be
jxxx1, x2,z  sincLn 1
1
2
sincLn 2 1
1
1
2
sincLn 1 1 ,
jyyx1, x2,z  sincLn 2
1
2
sincLn 2 1
2
1
2
sincLn 1 1 ,
jxyx1, x2,z 
1
2i
sincLn 2 1
2 sincLn 1 1 , (10)
where n  x2 2 x1lz and sincu stands for
sinpupu.
The scalar-equivalent mutual intensity3 is the sum
of the diagonal elements of the BCP matrix and in nor-
malized form has the expression
jeqx1,x2,z  sincLn . (11)
Fig. 1. Notation used in the evaluation of the BCP matrix
for the field generated by the incoherent unpolarized pri-
mary source (S) covered by a polarizing filter.
September 1, 2000 / Vol. 25, No. 17 / OPTICS LETTERS 1293Fig. 2. Normalized elements of the BCP matrix versus
Ln, where L is the width of the polarizer and n  x2 2
x1lz. The scalar-equivalent degree of coherence, jeq, is
shown by the thicker solid curve.
Plots of the functions (10) and (11) are shown in Fig. 2.
It can be seen from the figure that the well-known
property6 according to which light generated by a
spatially incoherent source acquires coherence in
the course of propagation is shared by the vectorial
results. However, the behaviors of the correlation
functions for the x and y components of the electric
field are different, and both of them differ from the
scalar prediction [Eq. (11)]. Further, an intriguing
behavior is exhibited by jxy . In fact, there is no
correlation between the x and y components of the
field at the same spatial point, whereas a significant
correlation between the same components is exhibited
at two suitably chosen distinct points. This result
should be contrasted with the situation at the source,
at which there is a perfect local correlation and no
correlation at all between two field components at
distinct points. We can then see that the BCP matrix
can reveal physical features that would not be appre-
ciated in the scalar realm. In the present case all the
vectorial aspects would be hidden behind the familiar
Eq. (11). Further, the degree of polarization P can
be evaluated through5
P x, z 
∑
Jxx 2 Jyy2 1 4jJxy j2
Jxx 1 Jyy2
∏12
, (12)
where each Jab element has to be evaluated for x1 
x2  x. It follows from Eqs. (10) that for x1  x2 thenormalized off-diagonal element jxy vanishes, whereas
the diagonal elements are equal to each other. The
same occurs for the unnormalized Jab elements. Ac-
cordingly, the degree of polarization equals 0. This
means that light that emerges from the source in a
state of nonuniform complete linear polarization be-
comes completely unpolarized on propagation.
Finally, we note that the functions appearing in
Eqs. (10) depend on x1 2 x2 only. This suggests that
the extended van Cittert–Zernike theorem can be the
basis for procedures aimed at synthesizing partially
polarized Schell model sources in much the same way
as is done in the scalar case.15 As demonstrated by
our example, a significant role in this synthesis pro-
cess can be played by polarization gratings, which are
currently being investigated for many purposes.11 – 14
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